Strategy Programme for Executives
Course overview
2 days
Neil Allan, who has led a Dti funded initiative into Strategic risk and has
published an innovative guide for senior executives around strategy, leads
this unique course.
This course offers insight to senior executives of the organisation, along with
future leaders, into effective strategy and how to develop your own powers of
strategic thinking, strategic analysis and strategic judgement in order to
exploit opportunities. The process is as necessary for a service provider as for
a manufacturer, and for a not-for-profit organisation as for a profit based
business.
Our programme is a participative process, which brings modern strategic
thinking and executive experience together to identify and exploit competitive
advantage.
Objectives
Given imperfect knowledge of the future, we show you how good strategic
management enables your organisation to improvise and adapt in the face of
unforeseen circumstances.
The programme has three main objectives.
•
•
•

Giving you an In depth appreciation of strategic thinking and decision
making
Helping you understand the issues that compromise strategy
Developing your powers of strategic thinking, analysis and judgement

Who should attend?
• Senior Executives
• Business partners
• Professionals looking to enhance their strategic thinking
• Any executive wishing to realign corporate direction through its values
and strategic fit
Module 1
Introduction to strategy
•
•
•
•

Strategic management thinking and decision-making
How strategic management differs from operational management
What characterises strategic thinking and strategic decisions?
What is strategic risk and how do we exploit opportunities
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•

Explore the many, wide ranging issues that comprise strategy and how
they may be resolved

Module 2
Formulating effective strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective strategy is proactive and interactive
How strategy integrates a complex pattern of initiatives
How organisational resources and skills are used to exploit
opportunities
Being consistent with the defined mission
Understanding and mitigating anticipated threats
Your knowledge of the future,
Enabling the organisation to improvise
How to adapt in the face of unforeseen circumstances
Defining competitive advantage
What part do distinctive capabilities and market positioning play?
How can advantage be sustained?
Can firms avoid inflexibility and inertia over time?

(The programme can be consolidated into a one-day course. A initial stage
would include an a 3 hour interactive session at senior executive level to
review corporate purpose through alignment and communication of their
mission and vision).
The mentors for this programme will be:
Neil Allan, Senior Lecturer in Strategy at the Bath School of
Management, University of Bath. Neil has over 25 years
experience in industry working in an international context,
including 8 years in Bermuda. He leads the MBA strategy
programmes at Bath and has recently led a Dti funded
initiative into Strategic Risk and published an innovative
Guide for Senior Executives.
Dr Hilary Lewis, a visiting lecturer in Strategy and
Organisational Learning at the Universities of Bristol and
Bath, and whose consulting expertise is in stimulating
organisational development through strategic visioning.
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